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23 March 2016
ASX Market Announcements

Zyber announces Proof of Concept Testing Agreement
with key Value Added Reseller Partner, Abstractive
Zyber Holdings Limited (ASX: ZYB) (‘Zyber’ or ‘the Company’), a leading
provider of secure file sharing software, is pleased to announce it has
entered a Proof-of-Concept (POC) contract with Abstractive Technology
Consulting Inc. (Abstractive).
Abstractive is a Canadian-based systems integrator specializing in
Relationship Management (CRM), Business Intelligence (BI), and Enterprise
Content Management (ECM) solutions. Abstractive also plays a role as a
Software Reseller and Technology Partner with a select group of North
American software vendors.

ASX Code: ZYB

The Zyber-Abstractive POC intends to address the immediate need of
Abstractive customers and prospects for integrated secure file
synchronization and secure file transfer. Abstractive provides software
solutions to a number of clients in both the commercial and government
sectors which require data to be securely transported and stored. Zyber will
provide Abstractive a secure and seamless way to transfer data from
distributed locations to a central hub. Abstractive applications will interact
with the Zyber secure file storage via their native workflow solutions.
Clay Epstein, CEO of Zyber states, “Since completing our capital raise in
January, we are encouraged by the level of interest from customers both
locally and abroad in our secure file sharing solution. Abstractive’s expertise
will be a key factor in assisting Zyber with penetrating the government sector
and we are very excited to be partnering with them.”
Fred Lee, Vice President at Abstractive, states, "We are excited to
collaborate with Zyber to provide an integrated file synchronization solution
that is manageable, secure and deployable in multiple environments. We
believe this will be a significant value-add for those prospects and customers
that require stringent security for their digital assets."
About Zyber:
Zyber Secure Mobile Solutions builds secure file sharing business
applications with an emphasis on security, scalability and functionality. Zyber
automates confidential information flow processes for industries including
government, banking, healthcare, retail, and the public sector.
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